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LETTER

Problem Analyzing by Distributed, History and Trend Templates
with Integrated Supporting of DCMS

Zhiming CAI†a), Member, Zhe YANG†, and Menghan WANG††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY In analysis of general-purpose problems which involves
many factors from different viewpoints, an important challenge is to ac-
quire different opinions and distributed modeling templates from multiple
remote experts, and to aggregate these templates. In order to deal with
this problem, we developed the Distributed Cooperative Modeling System
(DCMS) by integrating our achievements [1]–[5]. The paper introduces
how to analyze a complex problem using DCMS, with distributed tem-
plates from multiple experts, historical templates based on statistical data,
and trend templates deduced from historical data, with the example of ana-
lyzing “diversification of Macao industries”
key words: problem analysis, DCMS, modeling template, decision sup-
porting

1. Introduction

In order to assist the analysis of complicated general-
purpose problems and systems, we proposed the dis-
tributed modeling methodology and its networked support-
ing platform, the Distributed Cooperative Modeling System
(DCMS) [1], [2]. DCMS provides assistance in problem an-
alyzing, decision making and teamwork organization, fea-
turing distributed visual modeling.

Visual modeling is a commonly used method in devel-
oping large-scale systems, especially in software engineer-
ing. The visual modeling of a complex system or problem
(e.g. the diversification of Macao industries) using DCMS
involves construction of the visual templates, which are the
graphical representation of the various elements (objects, re-
lationships among the objects, weights/attributes of them,
etc) of the problem.

With the usage of templates to structure the problem,
DCMS can perform inferences on the problem and answer
questions such as optimal solution selection, reasoning on
direct or indirect relationship among the objects, as well
as dividing and reorganizing of the template to understand
complex models of the problem in multiple views and lev-
els [3]. The aggregation by Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) for single template and Ordered Weighted Geomet-
ric (OWG) for multiple templates can determine the order of
a set of elements and reach the conclusion among the tem-
plates [4].

To facilitate data mining and time span analysis of
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the templates, DCMS has incorporated Pearson Linear Cor-
relation, Monotonic Correlation [13], [14], Markov process
and linear Gaussian [11], [12] in the system, which provides
the integrated supporting to mine the appropriate relations
among elements in templates, analyze the status of the prob-
lem by historical data, and predict the trend of the problem
with or without relevant actions.

The distributed modeling usually involves multiple ex-
perts from many different sites. The DCMS also facilitates
to overcome the difficulties of how to organize, cooperate,
supervise, evaluate and optimize such distributed working
of experts teams [2], [5].

The novelty of DCMS is the capability to analyze the
general-purpose complex problems, by means of visual dis-
tributed modeling with mining on historical data and pre-
dicting the trend of the problem. The popular general-
purpose modeling is the systematic use of the Unified Mod-
elling Language (UML), an industry standard for model-
ing software-intensive systems, but not for general-purpose
complex problem analyzing [19].

There exist many visual modeling tools such as Pow-
erDesigner [8], Rational Rose [9] and VisSim [10]. Pow-
erDesigner is the modeling tool with the strength on data
modeling and database design. Rational Rose is closely de-
signed for UML based development to produce visual mod-
els of software architectures, databases and system require-
ments. VisSim provides a method for constructing and sim-
ulating large-scale dynamic systems, control systems and
digital signal processing, with powerful math engine for lin-
ear, nonlinear, continuous time and discrete time designs.
However, the visual modeling with all of these tools is lack-
ing the features of templates aggregation, mining on histor-
ical data and deduction of trend templates, which is worthy
of analyzing problem with distributed teams.

The paper will briefly present how to analyze a prob-
lem using DCMS with distributed templates among teams,
historical templates from statistical data and trend templates.

2. The DCMS Methodology of Analyzing Problems

The proposed methodology of analyzing problems by
DCMS is:
(1) Analyzing problems using distributed templates:
Build the templates based on the historical data of the prob-
lem (e.g. the historical data of Macao Industries) with ex-
perts’ own judgments; share, exchange the templates among
the distributed teams; improve the distributed templates with
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discussing and cooperating.
(2) Analyzing problems using historical templates:
Study direct, indirect relationships among the elements in
the historical templates by the algorithm introduced in [3];
mine the correlation through Pearson linear correlation, and
monotonic correlation; aggregate the historical templates to
understand the status of the problem (e.g. the rank of Macao
industries) by AHP/OWG stated in [2], [4].
(3) Analyzing problems using trend templates:
Work out the trend of the elements in templates by
Markov/Gaussian prediction and generate trend templates
of the problem to see the future status; summarize the above
information to design some actions (policies) on certain pur-
poses (e.g. apply some related policies on some elements to
modify the future rank of Macao industries); re-generate the
trend templates to see the effects of the actions.

The above process can be performed according to the
demand of the experts, for instance, in order to look into so-
lutions for the following questions: What future status will
be caused by a given action/policy? Which elements are
related in historical and trend templates? What’s the differ-
ence between different experts and teams?

3. Analyzing Problems by Distributed Templates

The templates built in DCMS can help the distributed ex-
perts to model their understanding of a certain problem by
multiple graphical views. The objects and relationships are
the semantic primitives of templates. The objects would be
the goals, solutions and conditions of the problem. On the
other hand, the relationship lines among the objects repre-
sent the semantic network in templates, which are essential
in problem analyzing [6]. The notations and definitions of
the objects and relationships are introduced in [1], actually,
the experts may extend the definitions of notations in DCMS
to meet the requirements of their specific problem analyz-
ing.

Using DCMS, the expert agents within a same depart-
ment/team store their templates in both the local databases
and the department database. The databases from different
departments/teams could then be connected through inter-
net. The templates can be distributed to the related agents
and improved by knowledge sharing and synthesizing (see
Fig. 1).

Figure 2 is an instance showing a template regarding
the status of Macao industries. The templates can support
visual considering and researching complex models in mul-
tiple views and levels, as shown in Fig. 3, in which the ex-
pert likes to see the divided views specific to “Financial” and
“Employed population”. Every object, line and number on
the template can be double-clicked to edit/check the detailed
note of unit, what, why, who, when, and other attributes.

Since analysis of large and complex problems usu-
ally calls for cooperative work of one or several teams,
the system facilitates communication and work organiza-
tion among distributed users [2], [5]. By assigning software-
agents to supervise the corresponding expert-agents, the sys-

Fig. 1 The Network of DCMS.

Fig. 2 The Instance of the Template (2011 Historical Template).

Fig. 3 Divided Templates from Fig. 2.

tem records and organizes the working track of participants
and provides statistical information to managers, helping in
project management and supervision [5], [7].

4. Analyzing Problems by Historical Templates

The historical templates are built based on the historical
data of the problem (e.g. the statistical data of Macao indus-
tries). For example, Fig. 2 is actually the historical template
of Macao industries of year 2011. With analyzing a set of
the historical templates, the experts usually want to look into
the following questions: which elements are closely related
with each other, which elements influences the elements of
interest the most, how will changing of some elements af-
fect others, and what conclusion can be drawn from these
historical templates (for example, what’s the rank of Macao
industries according to the historical templates), etc.

The correlation analysis among multiple elements in
templates can reveal their hidden relationship, enabling
DCMS to assist experts to understand the above questions
within templates more clearly. Most importantly, experts
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can use this information to adjust actions which are rela-
tively easy to control and finally achieve regulation of cer-
tain objectives of interest of the problem. This is exactly
the case in “the diversification of Macao industries” prob-
lem where no readily-made action collections are available.
What’s more, the number of possible actions is so huge that
we probably can never traverse the solution space to test
each solution and find the best policy. Besides, the indus-
try diversification is a complicate problem which can hardly
be handled without the above supporting.

One of the most widely used correlation analysis
method is Pearson correlation coefficient [14]. It represents
the linear correlation between two random variables, and
could be easily extended to represent linear correlation of
multiple variables and partial correlation of two variables
with elimination of effects from other relative variables.

For multiple variables, after calculating correlation co-
efficient between each pair of variables, multi-variant cor-
relation coefficient can be calculated between the dependent
variable and multiple independent variables, and then partial
correlation between the dependent variable and each of the
independent variables will be computed, which allows us to
select independent variables that have significant effect on
the dependent variable step by step.

Further considering the function y = x2, x > 0. It is
obvious that x and y are totally correlated, but if we com-
pute linear coefficient on a random sampling of points on the
function curve, the result could be much smaller than what
we expect. Monotonic correlation [14] measures the extent
to which that two variables change correspondingly without
requiring a linear change rate. This is also called rank cor-
relation. Two commonly used rank correlation coefficients
are used here: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
Kendall’s tau rank correlation coefficient.

DCMS has implemented Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient, Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient and Spearman
rank to analyze correlation between any two elements in a
set of the templates (e.g. indices of Macao of many years
in a set of historical templates). On basis of these correla-
tion analysis and historical data, experts can mine the right
related information among the historical templates, which
will definitely benefit the design of the effective and quanti-
tative actions/policies on certain purpose.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4, DCMS figured out the

Fig. 4 Relations of gambling revenue (left chart.) and employee (right
chart.) with number of free tourist.

correlations between gambling revenue, gambling employee
and number of free tourist following the historical templates
from 2000 to 2007, so the experts can try policies “drop-
down the free tourist from mainland of China” to control the
growing of gambling. As per the regulation from right chart,
the gambling employee will be about 52.5 thousands if the
“free tourist” narrows around 11985.6 thousands, causing
gambling revenue of 20747.6 million Macao dollars from
left chart (the data in Chinese in the Fig. 4. are directly from
official original databases of Macao government).

5. Analyzing Problems by Trend Templates

The trend templates can be generated in DCMS by com-
puting future trend of elements in the templates based on
historical data. In the practical problem of Macao industry
diversification, by predicting the possible values of impor-
tant industrial indices supposing actions or no actions are
taken, the expert can recognize the existing problems in cur-
rent industry status and come up with corresponding solu-
tions/actions/policies with trends of related elements on the
templates.

Markov Process has been proven very successful in
many predictions [11], [12]. By Markov, if P(Xt+1|xt) de-
notes the probability distribution of state at time t+1 defined
for each value in xt, which is the collection of possible state
values at time t, the predicted distribution at time k starting
from state x0 will be

P(Xk) =
∑k

t=0
P(Xt+1|xt)

If the state variable is continuous rather than discrete, the
summation on the right-hand side should be replaced by an
integral. In DCMS, prediction for discrete variable and con-
tinuous variable are respectively implemented.

Handling the prediction for discrete state variable can
actually be: the summation mentioned above can be turned
into arithmetic of matrices. We use P to denote the state
transition probability matrix. P consists of n rows and n
columns, where n is equal to the number of possible states.
A cell of P, pij, is P(Xt+1 = j | Xt = i), that is, the probability
of transition from state i to state j. One thing to be noticed
is that if a certain state did not appear in the historical data,
its relative cells will be zero and the Markov process will
never transit to that state using the computed transition ma-
trix. If the training data is large enough, we can plus one to
each count to avoid this problem. After obtaining the tran-
sition matrix, the probability distribution of time t+1 is the
probability distribution of time t multiplied by the transition
matrix.

For continuous state variable, the transition matrix
could no longer be used, since the value of continuous vari-
able cannot be iterated. In fact, an approximate distribu-
tion for the state variable and an appropriate function form
to model relationship between neighboring states should be
chosen. Hence, the popular linear Gaussian model [14],
[15] is used to analyze a single state variable to demonstrate
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Fig. 5 Historical & predicted trend of gambling revenue from 2002 to
2014.

Fig. 6 The Trend Template of 2014.

learning and prediction for continuous state variable. For
more than one variable, joint distribution to substitute sin-
gle variable distribution could be used. The linear Gaussian
model could also be substituted by other function and distri-
bution models and the prediction process will be similar.

The Fig. 5 is a demonstration of prediction of trend
of Macao gambling revenue from 2010 to 2014 in DCMS.
The historical data is from 2002 to 2009.The historical data
points are connected with solid line, while predicted distri-
butions are shown as gradient bars: the central point is the
expectation value and the bar covers the value range [μ−3σ,
μ+3σ]. The predicted results are quite close to the real data
from 2009 to 2012.

In this way, the trend of each element in templates is
worked out and the trend templates can be generated by
DCMS. The Fig. 6 is the trend template of Macao indus-
tries in 2014 generated on the basis of historical templates
from 2002 to 2012.

By adjusting historical track of some relevant elements
as per the correlation analysis on historical templates, and
re-computing the trend templates with re-studying them,
the experts can see what will happen to trend if some ac-
tions/policies are employed. For example, in the Sect. 3,
we knew that the gambling revenue will be going down to
20747.6 million Macao dollars when the “free tourist” nar-
rows around 11985.6 thousands. What will be the overall
status if the “free tourist” is narrowing for several years?
The expert may repeatedly deduce the trend templates to
look into the effects of different actions/policies.

6. Conclusion

With help of the integrated methodology and support by
DCMS, the experts can take advantage of the visual, dis-
tributed history/trend templates to research and analyze the
following questions: What’s the historical status of the prob-
lem (rank of elements, etc.)? What are the different judg-
ments from different experts and teams? How are the ele-
ments related in templates? What are the direct and indirect
relations hidden in historical and trend templates? What fu-
ture status will be caused by a given action/policy? Fur-
thermore, what is the trend of the overall and the partial
status (e.g. all or part of indices of Macao) respectively?
Which trend is correlated with which other trends (by cor-
relation analysis on trend templates)? The integrated sup-
porting from DCMS can help the experts to answer these
questions, not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively in
most cases.

In the future works, we will make use of the huge his-
torical data of Macao (many indices were available from
1970’s), enabling more hidden information among histori-
cal templates to be mined and trend templates with differ-
ent indices over different period to be deduced. As a re-
sult, the past/future social/economic status of Macao will
be addressed effectively by DCMS. We may also apply the
methodology towards other problems with enough statistical
data (for instance, other city’s data) to verify the effective-
ness of DCMS.

The project is funded by Macao Fund of Development
of Science and Technology.
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